LOCALS.

There are thirteen cases of measles now.

Mr. Bert Cook is sick, may be measles.

Mr. Stone who is just recovering from diphtheria in the hospital east of the College, now has the measles. Did the Doctor carry the disease to him? If so let us fumigate and quarantine the Doctor.

The Natural History Club met last night and self-inking printing had an interesting press. The meeting; Mr. Gordon gave a talk on water ferns, Mr. Davis on beetles, and Mr. Wheeler on moss. At the next meeting Mr. Lowe and Prof. McNair will talk.

Eight members of the junior class spent this morning in dissecting a lamb. The temperature went down to 28 last night. It seems as if it was pretty late for snow. We hope that before very long The Eagle will be Arbor Day.

Let every-body plant a tree.
There have been some new work tables put into the south end of the Chemical Laboratory.

The Sunday exercises will be resumed tomorrow, Rev. C. B. Berry will preach.

A week from next Sunday is Easter, are we to have the delightful exercises we have had for the last two years?

This is a cold day for news and a new day for colds.

Send your laundry work with PEET & CROSBY agents for the Ionia Steam Laundry.

Call at room 21 William’s Hall for the best tennis and general sporting goods in the world.
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